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SERVICE FLASH DIVISION 46
SOURCE 253

KENMORE FREEZER
ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOARD FAILURES REWORK

MODELS:

253.22402100 - 14 Cubic Foot Upright, Manual Defrost Freezer, with Battery back up Alarm,
253.21741103,253.21741104 - 17 Cubic Foot Upright, Frost Free Freezer

=- 253.210.47104,?53.219418 &253.210821!3,28..21082104 - 20 Cubic Foot Upright Freezers

Serial Number Range Affected: WB2l5xxxxx through WB236xxxxx

GONDITION:

The electronic control used to control all freezer operations may not resume normal cooling conditions after
a power outage or low voltage condition. Intermittent operation can be caused by moisture freezing in the
variable resistor (Cold Control) and causing an open circuit to the electronic control board.

GORREGTION:

Replace the Electronic Board located in compressor compartment area and install a foam shield over
temperature control following the instructions contained in this flash.

Note: Customers who have purchased the above models will be sent letters instructing them to contact
Sesrs to have the their freezer apgrsded. Retail floor stock is not effected by this rework.
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PARTS: E Add to Truck Stock E Truck Stock Not Recommended

Order repair kits from Division 46, Source 253 using the information below. Recommended truck stock is
two of each kit per truck.

Model: 253.22402100:14 Cubic Foot Freezer (kit #49!!5!q0)

Models:253.21741103,253.2174110417,253.21041104,253.21041105,253.21082103,253.21082104
l7 & 20 Cubic Foot Freezers (kit #216886000)

CALL CLOSING PROCEDURES

L Add PROC I.D. GPT 121 before adding the job code or part number, this will drive the P.T. coverage call
close code when closing Service Order.

2. Verify the Model and Serial Number of unit serviced and confirm this model is listed above.
3. Select Job Code 46000Y with coverage PT
4. Call Code 50, sub-account code 950 will be pre-filled by charging unit 8735. Please check for accuracy.
5. In the technician comment field type, "Replaced Electronic Control Kit per SF46-479".

Note: Failure to follow the above instructions will nesult in your service unit not receiving proper
credit for the repair.

Rework Procedure For Electronic Controls
*Important: Before servicing the product, unplug the unit from the electrical outlet. Before touching the
new electronic control, the Technician must ground themselves to a metal surface by touching any clean
metal surface on the product.

1. Working from the back of the freezer,locate electronic control box. If the metal control box has a
green " on the side of the control, it does not need to be replaced. Otherwise, remove all four
wire harness ions. *Note: Ground wire will be removed later.
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Using a small or stubby Phillips screwdriver, remove the two screws that attach the electronic control
box to the unit. The green ground wire can now be removed.

To reinstall the new electronic control box in the freezer, attach the harness and the ground wire to
the electronic control box before fastening it to the freezer. String the wire harness going to the door
harness through the black cable-tie loop before making this connection. The replacement control will
have the green dot located on the metal box.

The 14 cubic foot model will not use the Sryrofoam cover, proceed to step 13.

Remove the cold control knob, using a flashli$ht, look through fhe evapof'dtor eov€r affiIe cotd- -

control mounting hole to determine if the cold control has a Styrofoam shield around it, if it does not
continue to the next step. If it has the Styrofoam shield proceed to step # 13.

Remove the shelving and baskets.

To move the basket tracks out of the way, leave the front screw installed but loose, then remove the
center and rear screw. Rotate the basket track until it is facing forward.

Do not remove the bottom three evaporator cover screws. Remove the top four screws and the center
two screws from the evaporator cover. Carefully rock the evaporator cover from side to side to loosen
the evaporator gaskets/seals on the side of the panel. Pull the evaporator cover forward to gain
clearance between cover and the back wall of the freezer.
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9. There should now be enough clearance to install the Styrofoam shield over the cold control. Press a
long thin piece of permagum rope (supplied in the kit) around the perimeter of the foam shield.

10. Install the foam shield over cold control, press into place.

Place alarge piece of permagum around the wires making a seal to the foam shield.

Reinstall the evaporator panel, basket tracks, shelving and baskets.

When completed, plug unit into an outlet to test for proper operation. If unit does not start, recheck all
the wiring connections and check for proper input and output voltages to and from the control.

Finally, place the small black dot included with the kit on the serial plate. This will help identify the
product has been upgraded.

Place the DarkBlue Dot Here;
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Additional Product Specifications:

Defrost Frequency (Frost Free Models Only) = 12 hrs. (Length, 30 minute)

How to Initiate a Defrost? = 2 WaYs:

1. Depress "Alarm Pad" and "Quick Freeze" for 5 to 10 seconds. lt is the same method to
terminate a defrost cycle.

2. Depress the microswitch in the round opening on the High Voltage Control board next to the
unused disconnect-plug opening. The control will beep when the defrost-cycle is activated.

When initiating a defrost cycle, the unit should shut down regardless of the status of the defrost
components. (Open or Closed Defrost Heater or Bimetal)

When defrost is either initiated or terminated an audible confirmation "beep" will be heard from the
main control box.

Diagnostics Mode:

Depress the "Alarm Pad" and "Quick Freeze" for longer than 10 seconds.
(The Middle LED willf lash, Red, Green, Red, Green indicating it is in diagnostics.)

Top LED - lf it flashes Green then off, you have a bad Cold Control.
(The resistance of Cold Control, at setting 4, is 3-4K Ohms)

Bottom LED - lf it flashes Yellow, off, Yellow, off, you have a bad Thermistor.
(The resistance of the thermister at77 degrees is 8-9K Ohms)

For the frost free models: @ cold control setting u4" with the cabinet cycling the thermistor
resisfance will be about 69K Ohms.

The resistance of the thermistor and variable resistor (Cold Control) can be checked from the rear

of the unit without having to disassemble the evaporator cover. Locate the small 4 pin disconnect
plug on the electronic control. (Red, Blue and Gray) Measure the resistance between the red and

ine gray wire; this is the thermistor connection. (About 8 K Ohms at room temp) Now measure the

resistance between the gray and blue wires, this checks the cold control resistance. (3-4K ohms)
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